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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Appreciation and understanding of great literature
has frequently been aided by studies of the separate elements
which make up a work, such as studies of simile, metaphor,
verb usage, and so on.

One of the most attractive of such

studies is to observe the use of nature images in the work
of an author.

One of the best studies of this sort, con-

cerned with nature in American literature, is that of Norman
Foerster.

He observed:

With only two or three exceptions, all of our major
writers have displayed both a striking curiosity as to
the facts of the external world--an intellectual conscience in seeking to know them with exactness--and an
ardent emotional devotion to nature because of her
beauty or divinity.l
Studies devoted to this aspect of Emily Dickinson's poetry
have been so limited as to be of little value for comparative
or interpretative analysis.

T.

THE PHOBLEM

\ Statement of the problem.

It was the purpose of this

study to compile all references to nature in the published

INormanForester, . Nature in American Literature
(New York:. The Macmillan Company, 1923), p. xiii.

2.

poetry of Emily Dicki~son2 and analyze these references'to
determine variety, frequency, and associations of particular
nature images.
" Organization of the thesis.

In this study the various

aspects of nature referred to in Emily Dickinson's poetry
were divided into six categories.

vfuile they do not cover

all facets of nature, they include all significant areas
which found expression in the poetry.

The categories are

Botanical Referencep, Zoological References, TopographicalReferences, Mineralogical References, Meteorological References, and Astronomical References.

Within each division

the items are arranged according to frequency of occurrence.
The concluding chapter is an evaluation and

sun~ary

of the

preceding sections.
~.

Importance of the study.

Nature in all its various

aspects has had an unusually strong influence upon the writings of American poets. Studies such as those of Norman
Foerster 3 have clearly indicated the importance and influence of this factor on American letters.

However, while

adequate critical and biographical studies have been made of
Emily Dickinson and her work, very little information exists

2For lin1 iting definitions, see p. ~.
3.
'
Foerster, QQ. cit.

3 ,
concerning the variety and extent of nature references in
her poetry.

This study attempts to supply some of the

material lacking in this area.
II.
Nature.

DEFINITIONS OF

TEill~S

USED

All references to specific forms of plant

and animal life, and all unusual or significant topographical,
mineralogical, meteorological, and astronomical references.
The published poetry of Emily Dickinson.

The material

used for analysis in this study was found in Poems £y Emily
Dickinson,4 which is a collection of the previous publications a.ppearing at various times from 1890 to 1935, and
Bolts of Melody,5 a new group of poems which appeared in
1945.

All page references in this study will be to these

two collections.

LyMartha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred Leete Hampson
(eds.), Poems hz Emily Dickinson (Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1937), Lr 84 pp.
5Magel Loomi~ Todd and Millicent Todd Bingham (eds.),
Bolts of Melody (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1945),
35 2 pp.. . .
.

CHAPTER II
BOTANICAL REFERENCES
I•

FLOvVERS

References to flowers make up the largest group of
botanical references in Emily

Dickin~on's

poetry.

Forty-two

different varieties are mentioned specifically by name.
This number compares clo.sely to approximately forty-five
species named by Bryant,l about f~rty species named by
vVhittier,2 sixty-eight named by Emerson,3 and about a dozen
named by Lanier. 4 Her knowledge of flowers was unusually
detailed, as Professor George

~fuicher

points out:

In naming the flowers • • • she was on her own ground,
and here for once traces of expert knowledge are evident.
She includes one or two flowers like adder's tongue and
batschia that only a fair botanist would recognize, and
she refers to the popular trailing arbutus by its scientific name (Epigea).'
Let us examine her references in detail.
Nature in chivalry,

York:

lNorman Foerster, Nature in American Literature (New
The Macmillan Company, 1923), p. 10.
2Ibid ., p. 25.

3Ibid., pp. 61-62.
4Ibid., p. 228.
, .' • 5George Frisbie VVl1icher, This Was a Poet (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938), p.• 25S:-''''' - -

5,

Nature in charity,
Nature in equity,
6
The rose ordained.
This quotation illustrates the particular significance which
the rose seems to have for Emily Dickinsone

She mentions

this flower thirty-six times in her poetry.

Ro§~s

are

~~-~~--~

occasionally used as symbols for messages to friend~.,nI
bring my rose, n7 !lIf I

coUldb;'~~~m

b; a Rose', n8f;Where

roses would not dare to go!vilhat heart would risk the

way~lf9

and,
If I should cease to bring a rose
Upon a festal day,
'Twill be because beyond the rose
I have been called away.10
Perhaps one reason for the many references to the
rose is its attraction for the bee,
slackens/Abov: the
used as a

s)~bol

WhiCh~1fneVer stops,

ripe~- ro~~ ~n

but

one poem the rose is

her~

of h7e;12! in another, she identifies
self with the rose. 1J She indicates a relationship between

6
understanding the nature of the rose and universal knowledge
in the statement, l'YlJupiter t
rose !u 14
,~"?)

1

My father VI perceive the

,

(!he daiSY) Second in frequency of reference is the
daisy, mentioned twenty-six times.

She associates with this

flower, which she calls the umeekest flower of the mead , It l~\/ .
qualities of lowliness and transience.

The most frequent

and unusual association, . . however, is wi t9 death and the
grave :
in

~ai

t~

"When we wi
daisie s lie, •.,111"IndOlent housewife,
sie slain, ,, 1 7/1' But just a dai sy deep Lthe gravii

,,,Ii

and(\'The daisies d,are to Calle here ijraveyar;D, ,,19) are

typical exampleq. ( Again, as with the rose, in one poem she
identifies herself with the daisy:
I'll dwell in calyx gray
How modestly, alway
Thy daisy,
20
Draped for Thee.
)
The clover\,

The clover is third in frequency of

14Todd and Bingham,

ti51

itd~ianchi

Q.E.

and Hampson,

16Ibid ., p. 188.

f

clit., p. 330.
Q.E.

cit., p. 287.

17Ibid., p. 161.

18fbid., p. 448.

19 Todd and Bingham, Q.E.cit., p. 326.
20Bianchi and Hampson, Q.E. cit., p. 348.

7.

.

mention with seventeen references.

It is usually mentioned

in connection with the bee, indicating the bee's admiration
for and dependence

up~q~

thee clover .J6~ clover, any time, to

him/Is aristocrac y u21 Jknd
single clover plank/Vvas all
that saved a bee u22 /illustrate these associations. The clover

ItA

is also used to indicate the type of fame for which Emily
Dickinson strove:
A clover's simple fame
Remembered of the cow
Is sweeter than enameled realms
Of notoriety.23
'Other flowers. r Daffodils
are mentioned ten time s,
c-----.,-. ,
with no special associations.

Next are

buttercuB~,

with

-~~~-,-

eight references.

;:Emily Dickinson expresses a special

~::::;B:::u::e:e~:et::c~:::: :(:::. ~~:r:::~;;,};e,W;:;t: ::ed
seven times, and there are six

references~h~'d~~deiion

(once referred to by its Latin name, leontodon).

References

to the gentian occur five times, and to the crocus, four.
In one of the three references to the anemone, she identifiesherself with that flower,,25

The morning-glory and the

.

Orchis are each mentioned three times.

/------.
Mentioned twice are the

carnation,
the
.._.~._-~

..."

ge~raJ:1ium,

arbutus, the aster, the

the harebell, the hyacinth, the

('

lilac, and the violet.

The arbutus she places lTNext to the

robin/In every h-;;~~ soul. !l26
-..~.-",

Mentioned once are the adder's tongue, the asphodel,
the batschia, the carmine, the columbine, the cowslip, the
foxglove, the fuchsia, the furze, the goldenrod, the heart's
ease, the heather, the Indian pipe (this flower was chosen
by the editors as the cover design 'for the first edition of
Emily Dickinson's poems from a sketch sent to her by Mabel
.
27
Loomis Todd In 1882),
the iris, the jasmine, the jewelweed
(snapweed), the marigold, the pink, the rhododendron, the
rhodora, the rosemary, and the tulip.

tfHeather and asphodel

are the only flowers Emily used in her poems that she had
not seen growing, t1 says Il>ihicher. 28
Emily Dickinson's intense fondness for flowers is
evident throughout her poetry.

She attributes to them

qualities extending beyond their inariimate state:

nIt the

foolish call them 'flowers,'/Need the wiser tell?u 29

This

26 Ibid • ,p. 93.
York:

?7Millicent Tod.d Bingham, Ancestor'. s Brocades (New
Harper & Brot}1ers Publishers, 1945), p. 64.
28Whicher, 0'0. cit. ,po 258 ..

29Biahc~ia.nclHampson, QE.cit., p. 44.

9,

attitude is also reflected in the following selection:
Flowers--well, if anybody
Can the Ecstasy define,
Half a transport, half a trouble,
With which flowers humble men,
•

.,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

q

•

•

•

•

Too much pathos in their faces
For a simple breast like mine. 30
uTo be a flower is 'profound/Responsibilityl If31 is a repetition of the same attitude.

She says that at death one of

the few requirements is t1A flower's unobtrusive face/To
punctuate the wallo 1,32
II.

TREES

In comparison to flowers, trees are rarely mentioned
by Emily Dickinson.

vVhicher states,

Emily Dickinson in comparison with . • • @rya~
Whittier, v~~itman, Lowell, Emerso~ hardly notices trees
at all • • • • Even such COIIID10n trees as the birch, the
oak, and the chestnut are not on Emily Dickinson's
list.33
Actually, the oak and chestnut are mentioned in the later
published Bolts of Melody, but the list is small and the
frequency of reference is low.

Only fourteen varieties of

trees are named; in contrast, Bryant mBntioned nearly thirty,34

30Todd and Bingham, Ql?. cit., p. 47.

31Ibid., p.

32Bianchi and Hampson,.2£. cit., p. 208.
33vfuiCher, .9l?. cit., pp. 257-258.
34F'oerster, .Q.£ •. cit., p. 10.

46.

10 .

·

wbittier nearly thirty~35 Emerson emphasized a score,36
Lowell mentioned more than twenty,37 and vfuitman more than
thirty.3 8
The apple tree is first in number of references-seven--two of them to the fruit alone.

This tree is used

as the basis of one of Emily Dickinson's most wistful metaphors:

TfThe apple on the tree,/Prqvided it do hopeless
hang,/That 'heaven' is, to me. 1t39
The maple is referred to four times, with no. special
symbolism.
The cedar, mentioned three times, is described as
being straight, steadfast, and impregnable.
The pine is also mentioned three times.

She whimsi-

cally pictures it as trA feather from the whippoorwill/That
everlasting sings,fl40 and adds in the following lines:
By my window have I for scenery
·Just a sea with a stem-If the bird and the farmer deem it a nPine,lr
The opinion will serve for them. 41

35Ibid., p. 25.
3 6Ibid., p. 62.
37Ibid., p. 149.
38Ibid., p. 180.
39Bianchi and Hampson, 9£. cit., p. 42.
40 Ibid., p. 457.
41Ibid ., p. 309.

The chestnut,

·referred

11·
to twice, is described as

wearing ttprimeval clothes n42 and as being a favorite of the
jay.
Hemlocks are mentioned twice and are the sUbject of
an entire poem. 43
Laurels are mentioned twice, but both references are
to its symbolic use as an award for honor or victory, and
not to the tree itself.

lfLaurels for rare degree/Of soul or

sword"44 is an example.
There is one reference to the oak, and one to the
acorn as "the egg of forests r "45
Palm trees in two references are treated metaphorically
and probably do not indicate a familiarity with the actual
tree.
The fruit of the cherry and apricot are each mentioned
once.

The elm, the evergreen, and the sycamore are also

each mentioned once.
The subject of a humorous poem is the exchange of
secrets by whispering leaves. 46

42Todd and Hingham, .£.2. cit., p.
}f3Bianchi and Hampson,

.Q.J2.

77.

cit., p. 108.

44 Todd and Bingham, 8..2. cit., p. 48.
45Bianchi and Hampson,
46Ibid ., p. 83.

.Q.J2.

cit., p. 43.
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III.

OTHER PLANTS

Corn is mentioned a total of eight times, twice as
maize.

One reference merely to "grain" may belong in this

group.

This plant is often associated by Emily Dickinson

with activity at death, as in the following examples:

1I1

know I heard the corn,IVJhen I was carried by the farms n47
(when she died), and "Vie passed the fields of gazing grain 1f48
(when travelling with Death to Eternity).

In another poem,

the ripening of corn before being cut down at harvest is
compared to the maturation of people before deatho 49
The grass is mentioned twenty times, in a variety of
roles.

A touch of envy is expressed by Emily Dickinson in

these lines, If The grass so little has to do,II wish I were
a hayt n50 The following examples illustrate its association
wi th the grave: HThey [friendi} perished in the seamless
grass, n51 and nAnd every grass that plays outside [!J.er
gravi] lIs sorry, some, for me. n52
Seven references to moss appear in the poems.
too, is a strong association with death..
clearly in the following examples:

47Ibid., po 218.

Here,

This can be seen

HUntil the moss had

48Ibid., p. 169.

50Ib:Ld., p. 97.
51Ibid., p. 178.
52 T6dd and B:Lngharn, £E. cit., p. 49 ..

49Ibid., p. 324.

13 .
reached our lips, / And c overed up our nam~s, n5 3 tTtheir' plac e s,
somewhat filled--/As did their marble names/With moss,tt54
and

II

[a gravi1 All overgrown with cunning moss.n 55
Unspecified nuts and berries are occasionally men-

tioned, usually as food.

Berries are occasionally used to

indicate some extra-special delicacy, as ftBerries of the
Bahamas, u56 and ttberry of Domingo. n5 7" Two spec ific varieties
are mentioned once each, the blackberry and the strawberry.
Mistletoe is mentioned only once, and then as being
worn by a ghost 158
The pea is mentioned only once, as a symbol of the
unattainable:

uHow luscious lies the pea within/The pod

that Duty locks 1N59
There are three references to wheat and two references to hay.
Emily Dickinson's two references to the mushroom
indic.ate an unusual attitude toward it. In one she says,
tTThe mushroom is the elf of plants,tt 60 and in the other she

53Bianchi and Hampson, .2l:? • cit., p. 161.
54Ibid ., p. 329

55Ibid., p. 216.

56Todd and Bingham, .£E. cit., p. 328.
57Ibid ., p. 105.
58Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 179.
B9 Ibid ., p. 42.

60Ibido, p. 80.

14 .
states, uRad nature an Iscariot,/That mushroom,--it is
him. rr

61
Other plants mentioned once only are the burdock, the

cactus, the clematis, the fern,the grape, and the pumpkin.
References to general types of plants include bulbs,
burrs, bushes, reeds, rushes, sedge, tare, and weeds.
IV.

SUlVlMARY

References to flowers make up the largest number of
botanical references, with more than forty different varieties mentioned specifically.

The rose is mentioned most

frequently, followed in order by the daisy and the clover.
These references reflect Emily Dickinson's intense fondness
for flowers and are associated with a wide range of subjects.
In comparison to flowers, trees are rarely mentioned.

The

number of varieties is small and the frequency of reference
is low.

The apple, the maple, the cedar, and the pine are

mentioned most frequently.

Most noteworthy among the mis-

cellaneous plants mentioned are corn, grass, and moss, all
of which have unusually strong associations with death.
Even larger, however, in number and frequency of nature
images is the next classification, zoological references.

CHAPTER III
ZOOLOGICAL REFERENCES
I.

BIRDS

Birds make up the largest group of zoological references to vertebrates in the poetry of Emily Dickinson.

She

mentions twenty-eight v,arieties, a slightly smaller number
than most of the other nineteenth century American poets;
Bryant mentioned thirty species,l .Whittier named n~arlY
thirty,2 Emerson referred to some twoscore,3 Lowell mentioned forty-two species,4 and Whitman named no less than
forty species.
score. 6

However, Lanier referred to less than a

Although the total number of species mentioned is
not large, and although of this number rnany are mentioned
only once or twice, the frequency of reference to birds is
still quite high.

The general term Itbird,tf for example, is

mentioned over sixty time s, and favo,ri te birds are referred
to many times.

York:

lNorman Foerster, Nature in American Literature (New
The Macmillan Company, 1923), p. 10.
2Ibid ., p. 24.

3Ibid., p. 60.

5Ibid ., p. 181

6Ibid .,.p. 226.

4Ibid., p. 151.

As with other favorite nature images, Emily Dickinson,
frequently identified herself with birds.

She describes

herself as having "An aptitude for bird. n ?
she wi stfully inquire s, nNature l
thy wandering bird?1l

8

In another poem

Hadst thou not a berry/For

n'Twas so unlike the crumb/The birds

and I had often shared,n9 illustrates the feeling of kinship
with birds which she frequently expresses.
Birds are used as symbols for hope; 11Hope is the
thing with feathers/That perches in the soul. TllO She also
imagines a comparison between a bird and the break of day.
ll
!tRas it feathers like a bird?lf
she asks,/in describing
morning, and in another poem she asserts, itA Bird of all
beings/The likest to the dawn. ,,12;1" Birds are also represented
as being special messengers for her. 13
ihe song of birds was-~~ appealing to Emily
Dickins~n") The ecstasy was frequently so intense as to be

almost as painful as pleasurable.

The following lines

illustrate this typical mixture of emotion:

?Mabel Loomis Todd and Millicent Todd Bingham (eds.),
Bolts of Melody (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1945), p. 164.
8Ibid ., p. 39.

9Martha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred Leete Hampson
(eds.), Poems J2.l Emily Dickinson (Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1937), p. 36.
~

10Ibid., p. 17.
13Ibid. , p. 400.

llIbid., p.66~

12Ibid ., p. 284.

·
Why birds,
a summer morning
Before the quick of day,
Should stab my ravished spirit
With dirks of melody,
Is part of an inquiry
That will receive reply
~fuen flesh and spirit sunder
In death's immediatelyt1 4

17.

Birds are generally represented as epitomizing care'free innocence. {They are variously described as tftimid, u 1 5
Ucareless,rt16 ngu\::i:leless,n17 lt g iddy,rt 18 tfblushing,tl19 and
tlmagnanimous. n20
· Ii
/The robin.

(--

Unqualified favorite among Emily

Dickinson's birds was the robin.

This bird is mentioned

thirty-three times in her poems, three times as many references as its nearest rival, the bobolink. To the robin she
gives first place trin every human soulou 21 She refers to them
as ltGabriels, fi22 ita troubadour/In humble circumstances, u 2 3

i4Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 61.
15Bianchi and Hampson, QE. cit., p. 365.
16Ibid ., p. 402.
17Todd and Bingham, QE. cit., p. 114.

l'i~;~~ianchi and
l:'

Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 186.

19Ibid ., p. 130.

\ "I.·
20 Ib J..,
·d
,.~<t"""~1

P • 151

f 21 .r'
:k::::",p"rIbid., p. 93.

0

22

Ibid., p. 243.

23'I'odd and Bingham, QE. cit .. , p. 64.

18
and as ffThe redbreast of the barn. tT24

"

~

She praises their

songs by saying, lTThe robin's my criterion of tune/Because
I grow where robins doo u25 Referring again to their songs
she says;
She squanders on your ear
Such arguments of pearl,
You beg the robin in you brain
To keep the other still .. 26
trl dreaded that first robin so,H 27 she said, in contrasting
her personal grief with the recurring wonder of spring.
She emphasizes the comfort given her by the presence of a
robin: (nDraw me a robin on a stem,/So I am hearing him I'll
dream. n 28)
An unusual association is made by Emily Dickinson
between the robin and missing friends:

HI have a missing

friend,--/Pleiad its name, and robin. n29

She adds in another, TTl had a crimson robin/Who sang full many a day u3 0
(but he flew away).

uRobin after robin/Smuggled to restl u3l

24lbid., p. 90.
25Bianchi and Hampson, £E. cit., p. 307.
26Todd a.nd Bingham, £E. cit., p .. 64.
27Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. cit., p. 73 ..
28Todd and Bingham, Q£. cit., p. 95 ..
29Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. cit., p. 47.
30-LoC'.•. c~t
. ..
3lIbid., p .. 260.

19 .
',-

(by death) reflects the same theme. !!Time brought me other
robins,n3 2 she says, but she still yearns for the missing
ones.
f'

f The bobolink.

Next to the robin in frequency of

v-·-

reference is the bobolink, cmen-t-i-oneGt---eleiten':-:times.
tne--subjectof three poems •

He is

In one of these, she aptly

characterizes the bobolink as "Impertinence sUbordinate/At
times to majesty .n.33 )/In another she describes him as ItThe
-I

rowdy of the meadow,u34 and adds ip. another, lIBrave bobolink,
whose music be/His only anodyne 1n35{ The esteem with which
she regards the bobolink is indicated(in another poem in
which she offers to give her biggest bobolink (as one of her
most prized possessions) in exchange for the sight of the
face of her beloved. 36 Bobolinks are also pictured asjin-

1

person llBy ~ai th may clear behold/ .
The bobolinks around the throne. n37 In another she adds,

habi tants of

heave~t /A

1

"In the fadeless orchards/Hear the bobolink. n38

32Ibid., p. 47.

(~~odd and Bingham,

Q.J:?.

cit., p. 62.

34Ibid., p. 63.
35Ibid ., p. 62.
36Bianchi and Hampson,

Q.J:?.

cit., p. 353.

37Ibid., p. 253.
38Todd and Bingham,

Q.J:?.

cit., p. 330.
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(The'.m) The," jay is mentioned seven times in Emily

~he

Dickinson's poems.
authoritative bird.

usually characterizes him as a bold,

uA prompt, executive Bird is the Jay, rr39[

she says in one poem.

In another poem devoted to the jay,

she begins by saying, lINo
brigadier throughout the year/So
.,
civic as the Jay, it and

I~nds

by remarking, lfUnfair an immortality/That leaves this neighbor out."t r40 )
. The sparrow.
""-,--

The sparrow is also mentioned seven

times, but the references are

usua~ly

metaphorical rather

than to the bird itself. The dead she calls' nSparrmvs unnoticed by the Father. n41 Sparrows are also u~ed to refer
to items of small importance andfo weak or helpless peoPle{
God
I,Who

keeps his oath to sparrows,
of little love
Know how to starve 142 )

The lark.
the poemso

There are five references to the lark in

She seemed to prize him particularly for his

(beautiful song:,

rrSpli t the lark and you'll find the music,

/Bulb after bulb, in silver rOlledo n43

~~ianchi

!

and Hampson, Ope cit., p. 245.

~~~bid., pp. 92-930

i~l}

'i\,,-,4Tbid., po· 179 •
42Ibid ., .p. 27.,
43Ibido, p. 147.

.

The hummingbird.
f i ve time ;-:n"

~:-;'-;;~s,

21,
The hummingbird is also mentioned

andl is the

sub j eo t of two of them.

The bird's method of flight intrigued her most.

t?Within my

garden rides a bird/Upon a single wheel,tt44 she says in one,
and in another she describes its flight in one of her most
charming metaphors:
A route of evapescen~e
With a revolving wheel; '(
A resonance of emerald,
A rush of cochineal;45 ~
Other birds.
bluebir~,

Mentioned three times each are the

the crow, the eagle, the oriole, the phoebe, the

rooster, the whippoorwill, and the wren.
~

"-

Emily Dickinson

~'::>

associated herself with both the phoebe (ITI was a phoebe,
nothing more,tf)46 and the wren:
For every bird a nest,
Wherefore in timid quest
Some little wren goes seeking round?47
The blackbird, the dove, the owl, the peacock, and
the vulture are each mentioned twice; all except the-hlack-

---

bird are used metaphorically and associated

with death.

i~_some

manne£

---

The dove is used in addition as a symbol of hope. 48

~~
44Ibid., p. 306.

45Ibid., p. 74.

46~QQd and Hingham, 2£. cit., p. 63.
Lr7Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. cit.• , p. 315.
48Todd and Bingharn,.Q.£. cite, p. 234.
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Mentioned once only are the cuckoo, the duck, the
flamingo, the linnet, the nightingale, the
"---_.~__ ~,.,,~c.

_ _ ~~_~ . .<'~

.---~~.-.~ ..

•

---------_

partri~~~,

the

plover, the swan, and the woodpecker (subject of an entire
.. ... ..
poem 49 ) •
.

II.

~~" '''~ ,.

OTHER VERTEBRATES

Twenty-seven varieties of animals other than birds
are mentioned by Emily Dickinson.

Only a few have special

interest, however, and the frequency of reference is low.
Wbicher has commented,
Of twenty animals alluded to in her poems,
half were creatures she had read about rather
It does not appear, therefore, that she found
engage her attention in the animals about her
tame or wild.50
The sguirrel.

The animal most frequently

by Emily Dickinson is the squirrel

fully one
t11an seellllo
much to
either

a~l~dad ~o~

She seems to attach no

particular symbolic importance to them.

They are generally

referred to as being playful, acquisitive, and agile.
Themouseo

Surprisingly, mice and rats are next in

\

frequency of reference.

They are usually referred·to for

their small size, their quick movements, and their difficultieswith cats.

Occasionally they are mentioned as

49Bianchiand Hampson, .9£. cito, po 117.
50Whicher, £Eocito ,po 254.
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observers of important events.

In one poem she refers to

grief as a mouse: Q:Grief is a mouae,/And chooses wainscot
in the breast/For his shy houseo115f)In one delightful verse
she pleads:
Papa above!
Regard a Mouse
OVerpowered by the Cat;
Reserve within thy'Kingdom
A ltmansionlT for .the Rat !52
( The dog.

self,~3 )the
all.

Although Emily Dickinson owned a dog her-

references to dogs are .relatively few--eleven in

__

She
generally
r~gar.~~Q_them
friendly
,,.....----_
.._.__.._--_..........
-_._--_.as__ being
.__.------.... ..• .•__ ... and
.

irresponsible.

.

~

~

_._~

The sound of a dog's feet is the source of

best similes:(r "A ~og' s belated feet/Like intermittent plush were heard. 1I54 {rn another poem she unflatteringly refers to God as a tyrannical mastiff. 55

0;;;; of her

The snake.

The ten references to snakes are sur-

prising in their accurate and vivid descriptions; they
appear to be the result of c:areful observation.
to a friend she wrote:

e31rOdd and Bingham, .9..£. cit., p. 251.
52Bianchi and Hampson, .9..£. cit., p. 255.

531~icher,

.Qll. cit., p. 134.

41:':''':'-..;\

<5t:S~anchi and Hampson,

"'5'5 T.odd

.Qll.. cit., p. 141.

and Bingham, .Qll. cit., p. 89.

In a letter

24
I love those little green ones that~~lide around'by
your shoes in the grass, and make it rustle with their
elbows; they are rather my favorite on the whole • • • •
There is an air of misanthropy about the striped snake
that will commend itself ~t once to your taste,--there
is no monotony about it. 5b .
'/
A poem devoted to the snake begins with the apt lines,l ftA
narrow fellow in the grass/Occasionally rides. tt57! Her refer!

ences are not all flattering, however.l,u nA snake is summer's
treason,/And guile is where it

goes,n5~r she

asserts in one

In others he is sYll.1bolic of evi1 59 or death:t lTBut
,.::-.:-----,---...
60 ~
easy as a narrow snake/He @eath] fC?rked his way along. iT
poem.

r'

The horse.
poems.

Horses are mentioned seven times in the

An'~l a~sociation in

several poems is the

reference to their use in drawing Death's coach, or in draw61
ing vehicles heading for death or an after-life.
The cat.
--=-,.::::::::::::..
.

Emily Dickinson's

-~~.

si~

references to cats

do not reveal any particular affection,for them.

She men-

tions their mouse- and bird-catching propensities, and their

56Martha Dickinson Bianchi, The Life and Letters of
Emily Dickinson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924T";
p. 140.
57Bianchi and Hampson,
58Ibid., p. 118.

Ope

cit., p. 79.

59Ibid., p. 32.

60 Toctd and Bingham, 2£. cit., p. 54.
blBia.nchi and Hampson, 2£. cit., pp. 169, 208, 248.
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inclination to tease victims.
The frog.

There are five references to frogs.

Wrrs.

Bingham sugge-its that the frog is used as a symbol of the
evanescence of fame. 62 In one poem Emily Dickinson asserts,
HHow dreary to be somebodyI/How public, like a frOg. 1f63 / In
other references she speaks of the frogts penchant for loud
volubility.
The deer.
_

There are five references to deer- (vari-

_H

,

ously called reindeer, deer, doe, and stag), none of which
seems unusual.

--

The sheeR.

Emily Dickinsonts four references to

sheep are all associated with death.

The sheep represent
the dead, ltLambs for whom time had not a fold,u 64 or people
going to death or heaven.
Others.

Mentioned twice each are the antelope,the

cow, the fox, the leopard, the tiger, the toad, and the
turtle.

The leopard and tiger are used as examples of

fierceness.
Alluded to once only are the bat, the camel, the

62Toddand Bingham, .9.£. cit., p. xxv.
63Bianchi and Hampson, .9.£. cit., p. 15.
64Ibid ., p.179.

chamois, the elephant, the hare, the minnow, the mole, the
panther, the rhinoceros, the roe, and the wolf.
the subject of an entire poem. 65
III.

The bat is

INSECTS

Insect references form a large part of the nature
images in Emily Dickinson's poetry.

However, as vvllicher
T

pointed out,
11. number of common insects that she might re.adily
have noticed, the grasshopper,. the ant, the wasp, the
firefly, the cicada, and the katydid, she never used in
her poetry. As in the6case of birds, a few old friends
best served her needs. b

vfuicher is accurate in this summation.
The bee.

The most strikingly unusual nature associa-

tion in Emily Dickinson's poetry is the large number of
references to bees; more references are made in her published poems to bees than to any other single nature image-one hundred and one allusions in 0.110

Nearly every possible

type of association is to be found in this wide variety of
references.

Sister Mary James Power has aptly summarized

these associations:
In policy she found him[!he bei] democra.tic: he
observed no class distinctions; in manner he was gallant:

65 Ibid ., po 119.
66vvhicher,Q£.cit., p. 255.
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he captivated her with his murmuring; in inheritance he
was baronial: ln single line he marched in trmurmuring
platoon tf ; in battle, he was victorious: he vanquished
all blooms (but roses were his special coterie); in
vision he was blessed: Indian summer deluded all but
him.67
ltThe murmur of a bee/A witchcraft yieldeth me,n 68
said Emily Dickinson in one of her poems.

For whatever

reason, bees were the source of some of her most colorful
figures of speech. She calls them "Buccaneers of buzz,tr 69
tfaebauchee of dews,n

70

and llconnoisseur in liquors. 1l71

Of their flight she said, ttLike trains of care on tracks of
plush/I hear the level bee, 1t 72 and llthe minutest bee/That
rides supports a thunder,/A bomb to justifYIU73
The beets quest for honey is one of her main themes,
nWe--Bee and I--/Live in the quaffing,1l74 she says.

The

source of the honey makes little difference to the bee:
liThe pedigree of honey/Does not concern the bee .. tt75

The

67Sister Mary James Power, In the Name of the Bee
(New York: Sheed & Ward, 1943), pp. 6):64.
.
68Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 94.
69Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 68.
70Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 86.
71Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 108.
72Bianchi and Hampson, £E. cit., p .. 100.
73Ibid ., p. 309.

74Ibid ., p. 307.

75 Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 68.
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bee is usually pictured as obviously relishing his conquest

r

of the flower: liA bee his burnished carriage/Drove boldly
to a rose.u 76 tiThe flower must not blame the bee/That
seeketh his felicity/Too often at her door, lf 77 she says in
his behalf, and rather approvingly adds in another poem,
uHis oriental heresies/Exhilarate the bee"n 78
She frequently associates herself with the bee, and
wistfully yearns for his carefree independence"
a bee/Upon a raft of

Ai~,n79

HJust to be

TfCould I but ride indefinite,!

. 80
.As doth the meadow-bee, If
ttOh, for a bee's experience/Of
81
clovers and of noon,tl
and nOf nature I shall have enough/
When I have entered these,/Entitled to a bumblebeets/Famil82
iarities,n
all reflect this wish.
She also stresses the importance of the beets relationship to the flower: IT.As till the bee/Blossoms stand
83
negative,u
she points out. She questions, however, lIDid

76Ibid ", p. 70.
77Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 407.
78Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 70.
79B±anchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 11$.
8010c • cit.

$lIbid., p. 100.

82 Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit", p. 51.

8~Ibid., p. J.4l.
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the harebell lose her girdle/To the lover bee,/Would the bee
the harebell hallow/Much as formerly?u 84

t

The butterfly.

Favored next to the bee was the but-

terfly, with a total of thirty-nine references.
of this insect particularly appealed to her.

The beauty

"The butter-

fly's Numidian gown/With spots of burnish roasted onjls
85
proof against the sun,n
is a typically vivid description.
The movement of the butterfly in flight also attracted her
,
86
attention: ltButterflies pause/On,their passage Cashmere,ll'~utterflies,

off banks of noon/Leap, plashless, as they
sWim,1l87 and flNavies of butterflies sailed through. n88 In

one poem, the resurrection after death is compared to the
89
butterfly's emergence from the cocoon.
The fly.

The cornmon housefly is mentioned nine times

by Emily Dickinson.
death:

Her most unusual associations are with
90
TIl heard a fly buzz when I died,n
she says in one

poem, and in another, lTBuzz the dull flies on the chamber
window l191 (at death).

84Bianchi and Hampson, £E. cit., p. 142.
85 Todd and Bingham, QE. cit., p. 72.
86 Bianchi and Hampson, QE. cit., p. 86.
87 Ibid ., p. 79.
90.-2-.....,
I 'b"d·
p. 212.

88 Ibid ., p. 354.

89Ibid., p. 280.

91---~_.,
I ·b 'd
p. 161 •
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The cricket.

·
Crickets
are referred to eight times in

)

the poems.

She distinguishes the cricket by saying, trThe

cricket is her lEature r ~ utmost/Of elegy to me. n92
The gnat.

Gnats are mentioned six times, usually as

a symbol of insignificance: lilt would have starved a gnat/
To dine so small as I.tt 9 3 Richard Blackmur calls her use of
the gnat a portmanteau image used to Hturn on the microcosmic view. n94
Others.

Beetles are mentioned four times, the leech

and the moth twice each, and the midge once.
IV.
The~.

times.

OTHER INVERTEBRATES

Worms of various kinds are mentioned nine

One poem is devoted ·to the angleworm. 95

Worms are

mentioned twice as being eaten by birds.

Stanley Williams
points out the Freudian aspect of one unusual poem 96 in

which a worm appears as an apparition in a dream and la.ter

92Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 75.
93Ibid., p. 100.
York:

94Richard P. Blackmur, The Expense of Greatness (New
Arrow Editions, 1940), p. 129.
95 Todd and Bingham,

OPe

cit., p. 59.

96Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 246.

chano~es to a
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snake. 97

I n ano th er, a worm b ores a t th e root.
of a rose, symbolizing hope, and destroys it. 98
The spider.

There are six references to spiders in

Emily Dickinson's poems.

Usually she showed an appreciation

for the spider's handiwork:

ltThe fairest home I ever knew/

Was founded in an hour/By parties also that I knew,!A spider
and a flower,tr99 and tlThe spider holds a silver ball/In unperceived hands/And dancing softly to himself/His yarn of
lllOO
pearl unwinds.
Spiders are ,the subject of two poems.
The caterpillar.

The caterpillar, "a fuzzy fellow

without feet,lllOl is mentioned twice and is the subject of
one poem.

Caterpillar's cocoons are also mentioned twice.
V.

B~rds

SUMJVIARY

make up the largest number of zoological refer-

ences to vertebrates in the poetry of Emily Dickinson.
Although the number of species is not large, the frequency

97Robert E. Spiller and others, Literary History of
The United States, Vol. II (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1945), p. 912.
9SIbid., p. 372.
99 Todd and Bingham,

Q.I2..

cit., p. 301.

100Ibid., p. 72.
101Bianchi and Hampson,

Q.I2..

cit., p. 30S.
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of reference is high.
ularly appealing.

The songs of birds she found partic-

Favorite among the birds is the robin,

mentioned thirty-three times.

The bobolink, the jay, and

the sparrow are also frequently mentioned.

Of the twenty-

seven other vertebrates mentioned, squirrels are referred
to most frequently.

Other animals mentioned frequently are

the mouse, the dog, the snake, and the horse.

None of these

have for her the interest which birds have, however.

The

most strikingly uilllsual nature association in all of Emily
Dickinson's poetry is the large number of references to
bees--more than to any other single nature image.

Nearly

every type of association is to be found in this wide variety
of references.

Other insects frequently mentioned are the

butterfly, the fly, the cricket, and the gnat.

Worms,

spiders, and gnats are other invertebrates mentioned significantly.

Next will be considered the topographical refer-

ences in her poetry.

CHAPTER IV
TOPOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
I.

BODIES OF WATER

Topographical references are infrequent in the poetry
of Emily Dickinson, but in this group "by far the largest
number of references are to various types of bodies of
water.

The references are usually generic for purposes of

metaphor or simile and are seldom specific.

The only bodies

of water mentioned by name are the Caspian Sea,l the Yellow
Sea,2 the Don River,3 the Dneiper River,4 and the Rhine
River. 5 None of these was personally familiar to her; they
are used to create a mood rather than to describe particular
geographic locations.

Strangely, no specific mention is

; ever made in the poems of any familiar body of water in her"
own neighborhood or, for that matter, in the western hemisphere.
Seas and oceans.

Most references are to large bodies

of water, and the word i1sea ff is the one most frequently

lMartha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred Leete Hampson
(eds. ), Poems. Qx Emil~ Dickinson (Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1937), p. 14 •
2Ibid .,p. 99.
4Loc. cit.

" 3 Ibid ., p. 108.

5Ibid ., p. 12.

employed.

In Yvor Winters' analysis of the poem, III started

early, took my dog,U he describes the symbolism most frequently attached by Emily Dickinson to this image:
The sea is here the traditional symbol of death; that
is, of all of the forces and qualities in nature and in
human nature which tend toward the dissolution of human
character and consciousness. 6
In another poem Dickinson describes a ·friend:!s imminent
death with the use of the same symbol:
exude away/In the recall.."less sea?!!7

ttBefore thou dost
The relentless, grasping

nature of the sea is expressed in this example:
The sea said nCome" to the Brook,
The Brook said HLet me growlH
The Sea said TlThen you will be a Sea-I l!IJant a brook, Come nowI n 8
Likewise, the line,

tt • •

•

as the awful sea/Puts minor

streams to rest. n9
However, the sea is used occasionally by Emily
Dickinson in another way; in some of her love poems it
represents the object of her devotion. flMy river runs to
thee:/Blue sea, wilt welcome me?n lO she asks in one example,

6Yvor Winters Maule's Curse (Norfolk, Connecticut:
New Directions, 1938), pp. 151-152 •
. 7Millicent Todd Bingham, Emily Dickinson: A Revelation (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1954), p. 103.
8Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 263.
9Ihid., po 1510

10Ibid., p. 131.
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and in another she exclaims, ltAh 1 the seal/Might I but
moor/To-night in thee I ttll In another she adds, t'Exultation
12
is the going/Of an inland soul to sea. H

In another poem

she reverses the roles:
The moon is distant from the sea,
And yet with amber hands
She leads him, • • •
Oh, Signor, thine the amber hand,
And mine the distant sea,-Obedient to the least command
Thine eyes impose on me. 1 3
Occasionally the sea is described as an amoral forceindifferent to

gOQ~

and evil. ft • • • as the sea/Develops
14\
pearl and weed, tl/./she points out in one poem, and in
another she comments, trThe ocean's heart too smooth, too
blue,/To break for you. n15
The sea is also used as a conventional

sJ~bol

for

magnitude, as in the examples, ltThe silence like an ocean
rolled,yt16 and tf • • • pain/Capacious as the sea. n17
Rivers and streams.

Richard Chase, biographer of

Emily Dickinson, has pointed out that nShe often speaks of

p. 141.

12- b Od

pp. 143-144.

14Ibid., p. 136.

p. 26.

16Ibido, p. 38.

"-'

((l7Ibid.,
p. 1270
\; . , . " , -

LL·, p. 160.
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~.""

the Nile or rivers in general as representing death. nIcs
Although references to rivers and streams are less frequent
than this remark might suggest, the symbolism is apparent
here as in the case of seas.

The example, nClear strains of
19
hymn @ongs of fai t@ /The river could not drown,l1
suggests,
however, that this force is not always victorious.
Smaller streams usually reflect a more beneficent
attitude:
It was as if a chirping brook
Upon a toilsome way
Set bleeding feet to minuets
Without the knowing why.20
Another example is uTo die of thirst, suspecting/That brooks
in meadows run. n21
II.
Reefs and shoals.

LAND

FOru~t~TIONS

Closely connected to bodies of

water are references to reefs and shoals and to the shores
which surround them.

As might be expected, reefs and shoals

represent destructive forces, while the shore represents
safety and security.

ltThe reefs in old Gethsemane/Endear

lCSRichard Chase, Emily Dickinson (New York:
Sloane Associates, 1951), p. 107.
19Bianchi and Hampson, .2.£. cit., p. 11.
20Ibid., p. 34.

21Ibid ., p. 37.
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-

the shore beyond,"

22

she says, and adds in another poem,
sailor's business is the shoreo n23
Hills and mountains.

"A

In a letter to T. Wo Higginson,

Emily Dickinson said, "You ask of my companionso Hills, sir,
4
and the sundown.ty2
Most of the references to hills and
mountains in the poems are equally complimentary.

They are

usually symbolic of permanence and steadfastness.

IIS ome

things that stay therebe,--/Grief, hills, eternity, n 2 5 and
26
"Alter? 'lli/hen the hills do, n
il.lustrate this us~. In
speaking of a mountain she says
27
he,/Of dawn ,the ancestor."

ItGrandfather of the day is

Names of land configurations familiar to Emily
Dickinson are strangely missing; the only ones mentioned are
mountains: the Alps,28 the Apennines,2 9 and Himmaleh (the
Himalaya);30 she knew none of these from personal experience.
Here again the references are to characteristics of these
formations rather than to actual descriptions.

22 Ibid • , p. 25.

She says,

23Ibid., p. 59.

24Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Carlyle's Laugh and
Other Surprises (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1909),
p. 254.
25Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. ci t., p. 9.
26 Ibid ., p. 127.

27 Ibid • , p. 103.

28Ibid .; pp. 55-56, 143.

29 Ibid • , p. 21.

30Ibid., p. 19.

for example, tTThe solemn Alps,/The siren Alps,/Forever
intervene

between us and paradise
III.

. 31
fT!

StJIVJMARY

Topographical references are infrequent in the poetry
of Emily Dickinson, but in this group the largest nuwber of
references are to various types of bodies of water, most of
them to large bodies of water.

No specific mention is ever

made of any body of water familiar to her, and frequently
there is a strong association with death.

With land forma-

tions, as with bodies of water, the reference¥l are usually
generic for purposes of metaphor or simile and are seldom
specific.

None of the actual land configurations mentioned

were "\rdthin the realm of her personal experience either,
and are used chiefly to create a mood rather than describe
an actual locality.

The treasures found beneath the surface

of the earth which interested Emily Dickinson are discussed
in the next section, mineralogical references.

3l Ibid ., p. 56.

CHAPTER V
MINERALOGICAL REFERENCES
I.

PRECIOUS AND SEMIPRECIOUS STONES

The majority of the mineralogical references in the
poetry of Emily Dickinson are to precious and semiprecious
stones.

In all, fourteen different v.arieties are named.

They are generally used to indicate something of unusual
value or beauty.
Pearls.

References to pearls constitute the largest

group in this class.

The nineteen allusions to the pearl

nearly equal all other references to gems combined.

Most

frequently the word is used to connote unusual value:
tttankards scooped in pearl, n l and timoat of pearl n2 and
Tlpearl for stocking--pearl for shoe n3 (in speaking of paradise) are typical examples..

The baggage which she takes to

paradise with her at death is described as a lfstrapped
Pearl .. tt4
In some of the love poems the pearl refers to the

IMartha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred Leete Hampson
(eds.), Poems J2.1. Emily Dickinson (Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1937), p. 12 ..
2Ibid., p. 142..

4.
.
Ibid., p. 248.

3Ibid., p. 443.
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fingers through/While just a girl at 'sChooll U5 she says,
and in another poem,
One pearl of such proportion
That I would instant dive
Although I knew to take it
Would cost me just a life. 6
In another she says, tiThe Malay took the pearl [lover:!, /Not
7
I.n
In thinking of taking her lover's name, she expresses
in another poem llA doubt if it be fair indeed/To wear that
perfect pearl. 1I $
Pearls are used in other

~oems

as metaphors or

similes for flowers,9 dews,lO and raindrops.ll
HQman perfection is indicated in this use of pearl:
aWe play at paste,/Till qualified for pearl. tf 12
The pearl indicates something elusive or difficult
to attain in the lines, 11Best things dwell out of sight--/
The pearl, the just, our thought. tt13

5Ibid ., p. 13$.

6Ibid ., PP. 34$-349.

7Mabe1 Loomis Todd and Millicent Todd Bingham (eds.),
Bolts of Melody (New York: Harper'and Brothers, 1945),
p. 1310
$Ibid., p. 150.
9Bianchi and Hampson, .£8. cit., p. 406.
10Ibid ., p. 97.

llIbid., p. 98.

12 Ibid ., p. 16.
13Toddand:Ef,ingham, .£8 • cit., p. 274.
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Diamonds.

Nine references to the diamond make it

second in frequency of references in this category.

The

diamond, too, is used as a symbol of rare value.
Did the diamond grow
General as the dandelion,
Would you seek it so?14
They are also mentioned as barter for a smile from her
lover,15 as payment to a messenger to her lover,16 and as
the loved one himself. 17
Diamonds are also used metaphorically to represent
rarity or purity, as in the expressions flduties diamond fl18
and flWhen diamonds are a legend. u19
Rubies.
poems.

There are five references to rubies in the

In addition to references in which they are used as

value symbols, they are also represented as light sources:
I went to heaven,-'Twas a small town,
Lit with a ruby,20
and ltThe day came slow • . ./Like hindered rubies u21 are

14Ibid., p. 247.
15Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 347.
16Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 148.
17Ibid., p. 110.
18Bianchi and Hampson, .2£. cit., p. 120.
19Ibid., p. 40].

20 Ibid ., p. 181.

21 Ibid ., p. 66.
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examples.
Their coloration is the source of this unique simile:
"I've rubies like the evening blood. n22
Others.
as an agate. 23

The body and soul after death are described
The moon has a ltcheek like beryl stone. n24

25
Chrysolite is used to describe stars and sunsets.
The
26
breast of the bee is said to be made of onyx
and inlaid
wi th chrysoprase. 27

Heaven is paved with jasper 28 Topaz.
29
is used as a simile for a star. '
References are also made to amethyst, 30 emerald, 31
0

garnet,32 and sapphire. 33

22Ibid., p. 347.
23Ibid., p. 249.
24Ibid., p. 119.
25 Todd and Bingham,
Hampson, 2£. cit., p. 90.

Ope

cit., po 223; Bianchi and

26 Ibid ., p. 100.
27toc • cit.
28Todd and Bingham, 2£. cit., p. 85.
29Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. cit., p. 347.
30Todd and Bingham, 2£. cit., p. 301.
31Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. cit., p. 403.
32Ibi4., p. 154.
33~b'
d
~.,
p. 122· •
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II.

METALS

Gold is the only metal mentioned frequently; silver
is mentioned once only,34 although it is frequently used as
a color adjective.

llGold, who am the Prince of Mines 1f35 she

uses principally to denote high valueo

It is representative

of purity also in the line, TlAs gold the pyrites would
would shun. 1f36
ttThe moon was but a chin of gold, 1t37 she says, and
says of the bee, "His helmet is of gold. 1t38
III.

OTHER MINERALOGICAL REFERENCES

Richard Blackmur says;
Phosphor or phosphorus--in various forms of the word-is used by Emily Dickinson at least twelve times to
represent, from the like characteristics of the metal,
the self-illumining and perhaps self-consuming qualities
of the soul. 3 '?
His reference is not clear, however; few references to
phosphorus occur in the two collections of poetry used for
this study.
Marble is used chiefly for its connotations of cool-.

-- ,

34Ibid.

p. 147.

36 Ibid., p. 31"

35Ibid., p. 41.
37Ibid.
- - , p. 118.

3 8Ibid", p. 100.
39Richard P. Bll.ackmur, The Expense of Greatness
(New York: Arrow Editions, 1940), p. 129.
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ness and death.

,

,

'.,

tlMy nerve in marble lies,1l40 she says,

and adds in another poem, 11 • . . just my marble feet/Could
keep a chancel cool. 1141 She describes death as having l1 a
42
Carrara guide-post.tr
Parian marble is the only other type
identified by name. 43
Quartz is used to describe frozen dew. 44 "Alabaster
tv45
chambers
indicate the grave. Anthracite is used to connote hardness and impenetrability.46
IV.

SmOOmy

The majority of the mineralogical references in the
poetry of Emily Dickinson are to precious and semiprecious
stones.

They are generally used to indicate something of

unusual value or beauty.

Pearls constitute the largest

number of references in this class.
also frequently mentioned.
frequently.

Diamonds and rubies are

Gold is the only metal mentioned

It, too, is used to connote high value.

Other

significant mineralogical references are made to marble and
quart~.

Next, the meteorological references will be

examined.

40 Todd and Bingham, 2£. cit., p. 164.
4lBianchi and Hampson, gE. cit., p. 192.
4 2Ib id., p. 188.
45Ibid., p. 377.

43Ibid., p. 109.

44Ibid ., p. 82.

CHAPTER VI
lflliTEOROLOGICAL REFERENCES
References to meteorological phenomena do not constitute a large por~~~n of the nature images in the poetry
of Emily Dickinson.

Symbolism is not as frequent in these

references as in most; generally the reference is part of a
descriptive passage.

Many especially charming lines are

found among these images, however.
Wind.
this group.

References to the wind are most frequent in
Five poems are devoted to the wind. l The wind

is generally described as a sound-producing element: llA
south wind has a pathos/Of individual voice,tr 2 itA narrow
wind complains all day,tr 3)IlThere came a wind like a bugle,1l4
lfThe wind tapped like a tired man,u5 ttThe happy winds their
timbrels took,n

6

and tlThat phraseless melody/The wind does. lt7

Occasionally the motion of the wind is described:

lMartha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred Leete Hampson
(eds.), Poems QL Emily Dickinson (Boston: Lit~lel Brown and
Company,1937), pp. 82-83, 104-105; Mabel Loomls rodd and
Millicent Todd Bingham (eds.), Bolts of Melody (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1945), pp. 19, 29" 240.
2 Ibid ., p. 16.
3Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. cit., p. 107.
4Ibid., p. 80.

5Ibid., p. 82.

6Ibid ., p. 67.

7Ibid ., pp. 104-105.
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8
lTThe wind began to rock the grass,lf tiThe tidy breezes with
their brooms/Sweep vale, and hill, and tree,n 9 and,
Like brooms of steel
The Snow and Wind
Had swept the Winter Streeto lO
In one unusual poem, ItI think that the root of the
"I -. d'
or
tT ll
Wln lS vvater,
she expresses the belief that winds somehow come from water.
Clouds.

A cloud is the subject of one entire poem. 12

Many of the cloud descriptions are highly original:

"The·

clouds their backs together laid,"13 "Great clouds like
14
ushers leaning,1l
and ltThe ~louds, like listless elephants,/
Horizons struggled down. n15
Occasionally clouds are referred to as the location
16
of heaven,
and in one poem the heavenly host themselves
are described as a cloud, "Henceforth a dedicated sort,/A"

8Ibido, p. 85.

9Ibid ., p. Ill.
10Ibid., p. 245.
llIbid., p. 240.
12Todd and Bingham, 9..E. cit., p. 16.
13Bianchiand Hampson, .2.£. cit., p. 163.
14Ibid ., p. 158.
15 Ibid ., p. 159.

16Ibid ., p. 16.
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· 17
member of the cloud. ff
Frost.

Three poems are devoted to the destructive
touch of frost, the ltblonde assassin,tl on flowers. 18 "Did
we abolish frost/The summer would not cease,,,19 she says in
another.
The majority of associations with frost, however, are
with death. "The frost of death was on the pane," 20 "The
bosoms where the frost has lain,tt 21 and nVVithout my right of
" 1 ege, 1f22
f rost, /D eat h ' s prlvl

Snow.
flakes.

ar~

' 1 examp 1 es.
typlca

Four poems describe falling snow and snow-

One of the loveliest of these has this opening

stanza:
It sifts from leaden sieves,
It powders all the wood,
It fills with alabaster wool
The wrinkles of the road. 2 4

17Ibid., p. 144.
18Ibid., pp. 106, 399; Todd and Bingham, Q£. cit.,
pp. 53.-54-.19Ibid., p. 38.

20Ibid., p. 54.

21Bianchi and Hampson, Q£. cit., p. 15.
22Ibid., p. 132.
23Todd and Bingham, Ope cit., pp. 33, 41, 95;
BianchiandHampson,..Q.J2. cit:, pp. 91-92.
24Todd and Bingham,

.Q..B..

cit., p. 41.

In another poem snow is used to indicate the color ,
worn by those victorious in tribulation. 25
Storms.

itA thunder storm combines the charms/Of
26
Winter and of Hell,tf
says Emily Dickinson in one poem. Him
awful tempest mashed the air,lt 2 7 she says in another, and
two other poems are devoted to the violence of storms. 28
Occasionally storms are used to indicate personal
difficulties, as in the following example:
I thought that storm was brief,-The maddest, quickest by;
But Nature lost the date of this,
And left it in the sky.29
Other meteorological phenomena.

Thunder is generally

used in its conventional meaning; occasionally it implies
disturbances of human events. JO Lightning she describes as
Ita yellow fork/From tables in the sky/By inadvertent fingers
Jl
dropped.
Lightning also symbolizes a vivid personal
experience:

25Bianchi and Hampson, QR. cit., p. 194.
26Ibid ., p. 241.

27Ibid., p. 77.

28Ibid., pp. 85-86; Todd and Bingham, QR. cit., p. 17. '
29Bianchi and Hampson, Q.P. cit., p. 215.
JOlbid., p. 50.
31Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 17.
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The lightning that preceded it
Struck no one but myself,
But I would not exchange the bolt
For all the rest of life.
Indebtedness to oxygen
The chemist may repay,
But not the obligation
To electricity.3 2
References to rain in the poetry do not seem to have
any special significance.

"It pulled the spigot from the

hills/And let the floods abroad,tl33 she says in one of the
two poems devoted to this subject. 34
Rainbows indicate an unreal or elusive quality.

In

speaking of one of her aspirations she says, uTo reach/Were
hopeless as the rainbow's raiment/To touch. n35
Mists are used in the conventional sense; lIHere a
mist, and there a mist, / Afterwards--day !I,36
The air itself is described as intoxicating; tlInebriate of air am 1,,,37 she says.

3 2Bianchi and Hampson, Ql?.cit., p. 50.
33Todd and Bingham, Ql?. cit., p. 19.
34Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. cit., p. 98.
35Ibid., p. 30.
36Ibid., pp. 3, 21.
37Ibid., p. 12.
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SUlVJJYlARY

References to meteorological phenomena do not constitute a large portion of the nature images in the poetry
of Emily Dickinson, and symbolism is not as frequent in
these references as in most.

Some of her most charming

descriptive passages are found among these images, however.
Wind references are most frequent, with emphasis on its
sound-producing nature and its
clouds are also frequent.

motion~

Descriptions of

Frost, is mentioned as a destructive

agent and is closely associated with death.
are also described.

Snow and storms

Phenomena beyond the earth and its

atmosphere are considered in the following chapter on astronomical references.

CHAPTER VII
ASTRONOMICAL REFERENCES
I.
Csun.

HEAVENLY BODIBS

111 reckon, when I count at all,/First Poets--

then the Sun,T1

1

said Emily Dickinson, referring to one of

her favorite nature images.
So I can hang it in my room,ll

lfMake me a picture of the sun/
2

she says in another, although

she also queries, llwho could reproduce the sun,/At period'
of going down?ll3

She describes the sun variously as
ftbrave, t~4 supremely egotistical,5 trwizard, n 6 and ilindependent. 1f7
In several references, the sun indicates a place on
the road to death or as an actual destination of the dead.
lfWe passed the setting sun, as' and

11

started for the sun tt9 , (at

death) have their association with death.
represents the dead one:

In others the sun

YlA perished sun/Endears in the

IMartha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred Leete Hampson
(eds.), Poems Qy Emily Dickinson (Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1937), p. 280.
2Mabel Loomis Todd and Millicent Todd Bingham (eds.), .
Bolts of Melody (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1945), p. 95.
3Bianchi and Hampson, QJ2. cit., p. 82.
4.-...Ibid ., p. 161.
7I bid., p. 84.

5,Ibid
- - ., p. 127

6Ibid ., p. 122 •

8Ib:td., p. 169.

9Ibid., p. 189.
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departure. tr 10
On rare occasions she is critical of the sun. "Superfluous were the sun/limen excellence is dead, tt ll she says.
In another she adds, tfInsulting is the sun [!:.O the deaill ,n12
and in still another ,tiThe sun proceeds unmoved [§:fter
beheading of flower by the fros-tJ .71 1 3 In another poem it is
described as a destructive force. 14
Stars.
Dickinson.

Stars are mentioned frequently by Emily

She usually 'refers to them in a general way,

objecting to attempts at classification in the lines,
lfArcturus is his other name,--/ITd rather call him starl t115
Others mentioned by nB.me are orion,16 Pleiad, 17 and the
Northern Star. lS
Her high opinion of the stars is expressed in the
lines, tlThe stars Etruscan argument, / Substantiate a God," 19

10Ibid., p. 196.
llIbid., p. 207.
12Ibid ., p. 199.
13Ibid., p. 106.
14Todd and Bingham, 2£. cit., p. 17.
15Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. cit., p. 76.
16Ibid ., p. 246.
17Ibid., p. 47.

IS Ibid., p. 246.

19Ibid., p. 242.
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and in another poem she asserts, It'rhe whole of immortali ty/,
Intrenched within a star. n20
Stars are occasionally used to refer to the dead.
2l
llShe dropped as softly as a star,n
and l!Dim as the border
22
star, 11
are examples. Stars also represent lovers or
things unattainable:
'Tis economy
To bestow a world
And withhold a star. 23
Colors used to describe stars are topaz 24 and yellow. 25
Moon.
. 'f'lcance.
slgnl

Most references to the moon have no unusual
Two poems are d
d t 0 t h'lS t 0plC.
. 26
evote

In

one poem the moon is indicated as the home of the butterfly,2 7 and in another she says to her lover that she is
ttproud of my night, since thou with moons dost slake it. 1I28

20Todd and Bingham, QE. cit., p. 201.
21Bianchi and Hampson, QE. cit., p. 169.
22 Ibid ., p. 191.

23 Ibid ., p. 263.

24Ibid., p. 347.
25 Ib id., p. 242.
26Ibid .,pp. 118-119; Todd and Bingham,
Ope cit.,pp. 27-28.
27Bianchi and Hampson, .QJ2. cit., p. 404.
28 Ibid ., p. 145.
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Saturn is the only planet mentioned by

Planets.
name:
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YlHow dimmer than a Saturn's bar/The things esteemed

for things that are 1"29
Sky.

The sky is repeatedly

synonJ~ous

with heaven.

YlChrist will explain each separate anguish/In the fair
schoolroom of the sky, n30 is a typic-al example.

In another

poem it is indicated as the abode of nature. 31
In other poems the sky is representative of the

inexpli~able32 or

the unattainable. 33

The following lines'

contain one of her most charming metaphors describing the
sky:
Reeling, through endless summer days
From inns of mol ten blue (!;he be~ c34
II.
Days and nights.

TIME

Days have more pleasant associa-

tions generally than do nights.

Of dawn she says:

Aurora is the effort

29 Ib id. , p. 386.
30Ibid. , p. 174.
31Ibid. , p. 65.
32Ibid. , p. 9.
33 Ibid .• , pc 37.
34 Ibid • , p. 12 ..
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Of the celestial face
Unconsciousness of perfectness
To simulate, to us.35
Descriptions of sunrise are among her most lovely
lines:

ItItll tell you how the sun rose,--/A ribbon at a

time,n3 6 and "The sunrise shook from fold,/Like breadths of
topaz, packed a night. n37 Sunrise is also referred to as
the door to life after death. 38
Morning is also occasionally associated with life
after death:

nplease to tell a little pilgrim/Vtihere the

place called morning lies,tT39 she says, and queries pensively, "Will there really be a morning?n 40
Noon is associated with heaven in one poem:

nso me times I think that noon/Is but a symbol of f}1eaveri] .lt 41
Four poems are devote d to t h e c h arms OI even~ng.42
n

•.

One of the loveliest opens with the lines, "She~venin~
sweeps with many-colored brooms,/And leaves the shreds
behind. 1t43 Sunset is the subject of a dozen poems,44 so it
35 Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit~, p. 220.
36Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 104.
37Ibid ., p. 66.

38Ibid., p. 10.

40 Ibid., p. 65.

41Ibid., p. 304.

39Ibid., p. 66.

4 2Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 25.
43Bianchi and Hampson, QQ. cit., p. 87.
QQ.

44Ibid ., pp. 88, 121, 122..123;
cit., pp. 20, 21, 22-24, 27.

Todd and Bingham,
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must have held a special attraction for her.

They are

chiefly descriptive verses, such as the following:
Sunset that screens, reveals,
Enhancing what we see
By menaces of amethyst
And moats of mystery.45
Night, "nature's curtain,n46 is represented as a
burden to bear,47 as ltdumb and dark;lf48 as ltweary and
sore, lt 49 and as slow to pass. 50

Only occasionally is it
represented as restful or peaceful. 51
Seasons of the year.

Spring appears to be her favor-

ite season, although she does make conflicting statements.
In a letter to her Norcross cousins she says, lfSpring is a
happiness so beautiful, so unique, so unexpected, that I
don't know what to do with my heart.

I dare not take it,
I dare not leave it--what do you advise?tt5 2 In a poem she
says, "Spring is the period/Express from God,tt53 and in

45 Ibid ., p. 22.
46Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. c'it., p. 48.
47 Ibid ., p. 3.

4 8 Ibid., p. 24.

49Ibid .) p. 35.

50Todd and Bingham, 2£. cit., p. 30.
51Bianchi and Hampson, £E. cit., pp. 120-121.
52Martha Dickinson Bianchi, The Life and Letters of
Emily Dickinson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924~
p~ 289.
53 T.odd and lR:ingham , £E. cit., p.34.
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another she adds, 111 cannot meet the spring unmoved.n54
However, this sobering reflection appears in another poem:

"A pang is more conspicuous in spring/In contrast with the
things that sing. n55
Eight poems describe the pleasantries of summer. 56
She says in one poem, nI reckon, when I count at all,/F'irst
Poets--then the Sun--/Then Summer. It-57 ftHow fair her nature T S
conversation,!A summer afternoon,n 58 she comments in another.
'In a letter to her brother she wrote, III admit nowJ
Austin, that autumn is most beautiful, and spring is but the
least, yet they 'differ as stars' in their distinctive
glories. n59 In one of the seven poems on this topic,60 she
comments,
These are the days when skies put on
The old, old sophistries of June,-A blue and gold mistake. 61
Of Indian Summer she says,
54Loc. cit.

55Ib'd
__
1_., p. 245.

56 Ibid ., pp. 35-37; Bianchi 'and Hampson,

.Ql2. cit. ,p:-I09.

57Ibid., p. 280.
581bid., p. 3.
59Bianchi, .Ql2. cit., pp. 164-165.
60 Todd and Bingham" QJ2.. cit., pp. 37- 38, 39-40;
Bianchi and Hampson, QP.. cit., 'pp. 107, 242-243.
611bid.,

p:~;:106.

Summer has two beginnings,
Beginning once in June,
Beginning in October
Affectingly again. 62
Winter receives less comment than the other seasons
from Emily Dickinson.

She calls it lfThe Revelations of the

book/vV'hose Genesis is June. n63

In a complete poem on -the

subject she comments,
Winter is good, his hoar delights
Italic flavor yield
To intellects inebriate
With summer or the world. 64
Professor Whicher says, llWe may note the association
of the passing seasons with a strain of pensiveness that
often reappears in her poems. n65 Yvor Winters says of this
same phenomenon, "Seasonal change is employed as the conc rete symbol of the moral change. II 66
III.

SUM1VLl;'RY

The sun is the most frequently mentioned of the
heavenly bodies.

It is described with a variety of flatter-

62 Todd and Bingham, QR. cit., p. 40.
63Bianchi and Hampson, 2£. cit., p. 123.
64Todd and Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 251.
65George Frisbie Wllicher, This Was
Charles Scribner's Sons J 1938), p. 251.

2:.

Poet (New York:

66Ivor Winters, Maule's Curse (Norfolk, Connecticut:
New Directions, 1938), p. 160.
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ing adjectives, and only on rare occasions is Emily Dickinson
critical of it.
favorably.

Stars also are mentioned frequently and

Most references to the moon have no unusual

significance, and Saturn is the only planet mentioned by
name.

Days generally have more pleasant associations than

do nights.

Descriptions of sunrise and evening contain some

of her loveliest lines.

Among the seasons of the year,

spring appears to be her favorite.

Summer and autumn also

receive' favorable comment, while winter is mentioned least
frequently.

CHAPTEH VIII
SUMIviARY

Contradictory attitudes toward nature are expressed
by Emily Dickinson in her poetry.
pictured as "the gentlest mother."l

At one extreme, nature is
In a letter to a friend

she says, "Nature is our eldest mother, she will do no
harm. n

2

In another poem she adds, "Beauty is nature's

fact. n3·
On the other hand she points out, IINature, like us,
is sometimes caught/i'vithout her diadem. rt4

How good to be

safe in tombs,/Where nature's temper cannot reach,n5 she
adds in another.

Again, she warns:

But nature is a stranger yet;
The ones that cite her most
Have never passed her haunted house
Nor simplified her ghost. 6
. Of Emily Dickinson's knowledge of nature, Mrs. Ford,

lIVlartha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred Leete Hampson
(eds. ), Poems J2Y Emily Dickinson (Bo ston : Little, Brown and,
Company, 1937) p. 65.
2Martha Dickinson Bianchi, The Life and Letters of
Emily Dickinson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924T,
p. 317.
3IVIabel Loomis Todd and IVIillicent Todd Bingham (eds.),
Bolts of IvIelody (New York: Harper and Brothers, 19~,5) p. 75.
4Bianchi and Hampson,Q£. cit., p. 107.

5Ibid • ,po 163.

6Ibid ., p. 116.
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a childhood friend, said:
She loved the great aspects of nature, and yet was
full of interest and affection for its smaller details •
. • • She knew the woodlore of the region round about,
and though her life even then was very domestic she could
n~me.the haunts and, habits of every wild or garden growth
wlthln her reach. Her eyes were open to nature's sights,
and her ears to nature's voices.7
Emily says of herself in a poem:
Several of nature's people
I know, and they know me;
I feel for them a transport
Of cordiality.S
Some critics feel, however, that the poems in which
nature elements predominate are not among her best.

Profes-

sor Percy Boynton says,
The simplest, the most obvious, and the least impressive of Miss Dickinson's poems are on the themes suggested by the local scene in the garden, in the fields
and farms, and on the surrounding hills.9
Richard Chase points out, too, that
She is not a poet of nature, if by that expression
we'mean one who observes the natural world closely and
with devoted particularity and who employs his objective
discoveries equally with his metaphysical or philosophical or religious sense of nature. So far as they find
expression in poetry, Emily Dickinson's particular
observations were few indeed.10

7Bianchi, QQ. cit., p. 125.
SBianchi and Hampson,

Ope

cit., p. 79.

9percy H. Boynton, Literature and American Life
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936), p."b92.
lORichard Chase, ,Emily Dickinson (New York:
Sloane Associates, 1951), p. 241.

William
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The findings of this study are more nearly in harmony with .
the comment of Clarence Gohdes, who asserts,
The bees, the birds, and the seasons of the year
enticed her into adorning her thoughts with perhaps
their most cherished garb ~his in contradiction to
Boynton's remar1SJ, but primarily she was a poet of the
metaphysical type who sought by reflection and revery
to mint her contemplations on life and love and death
and God into the coin of axiom. II
Professor Whicher concludes, then,that "The world of nature
• was a distraction from piercing memories.

It helped

her to keep a precarious poise on the sword-edge of experience. u12
She herself confesses,
I thought that nature was enough
Till human nature came,
But that the other did absorb
As firmament a flame. 1 3
Examples of similar thoughts abound in her poetry: tfThe
brain is wider than the sky,tf 1 4 III would rather be/Thy
moment/Than a bee's eternity, lT 1 5 "VI/nen what they sung for

IIArthur Hobson Quinn, The Literature of the ~
ican People (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,
1951), p. 735.
12George Frisbie vfuicher, This Was Q Poet (New York:
Charles Scribner's. Sons, 1938), p. 268.
13Toddand Bingham, .QE.. cit., p. 80.
14Bianchi and. HarnPson,Q.E'. cit., p. 56.
15Todd< and Bingham,Q£. cit., p. Ip9.

6)

'.
is undone/lfilho care s about a bluebird's tune, ,,16

It

Wi th

pinions of disdain/The soul can farther fly/Than any feather
certified/By ornithology."17
,:}Most critic s are in agreement that there is a close
association between her use of symbols of nature and death.
Richard Chase asserts that liThe number of poems in which
Emily Dickinson uses nature as a symbol of death or in which
she contrasts the process of nature with eternal rest is
.
18
very large,"
and in another passage he repeats,"She makes
death synonymous with nature. Y119 ' Allen Tate says, ltThe
general symbol of Nature, for her, is Death. n20
corroborates this same view:

Winters

"Nature as a symbol . . •

remains immitigably the symbol of' all the elements which
corrupt, dissolve, and destroy human character and consciousness. 1121

With the exception of her purely descriptive

nature poems, of which there are a considerable number, this
study corroborates this close association between nature

16 Ibid ., p. 245.
17Bingham, QQ. cit., p. 105.
18Chase, QQ. cit., p. 251.
19Ibid., p. 107.
20Allen Tate, On the Limits of Poetry (New York:
William Morrow & Company, 1948), p. 203.
21Yvor Winters, Maule's. Curse (Norfolk, Connecticut:
.New Directions,1938) ,p.158.
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-.
images and death.

Professor Whicher insists that no single formula can
be given for Emily Dickinsonts treatment of nature:
She did not consciously set out to promulgate a
doctrine or even to be a nature poet; rather she found
the external world so variously and intricately related
to the inner world from which she drew her poetry that
she could not avoid including it. 22
Again her own words make a fitting summary:
If Nature smiles--the Mother must
Itm sure, at many a whim
Of her eccentric family-Is she so much to blame?23

22Wbicher, 2£. cit., p. 259.
23Bianchi and Hampson,

Ope

cit., p. 309.
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